PART A
My Way (1/2 turn left) – Stomp DT Ball(xif) Ball(xib) Ball(os) Ball(xif) Ball/Heel Tch L/S DS RS DS
L R R L R L R / L R / R L RL R
Morris Step – DS DT(xif) DT(b) Toe(xib) PAUSE Heel Pull(diag)/Snap S DS RS
L R R R R L in to R/ R L R LR
REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

PART B
Slur ’n Brush (1/4 turn left)
Joey
1 2 3, Knee & Knee – S (os) S(xif) S (s) Rt Knee turn in, turn out, turn in – rt hand is on head turning down left, up right, & down left with knee
Stomp Double (1/4 turn left)
REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

CHORUS
Stomp Double Stomp 2 – Stomp DS DS Stomp Stomp
L R L R L
Simone Stomp - DS DS Stomp Stomp Drag Slide
R L R L Both Both
2 Rock Hop Basics – DS Heel Ball Heel S DS Heel Ball Heel S
L R R L L R L L R
Touch Strum – DS Swing left (with a touch) Swing right (with a touch) Swing left (with a touch)
L R L R
REPEAT ABOVE STARTING FIRST 2 STEPS ON OTHER FOOT, BUT SECOND 2 STEPS ON LEFT FOOT

PART C
Shown in class

PART A

PART B

CHORUS

BREAK
2 Basketball Turns (1/2 turn left each)
Stomp right foot (head down)

PART C

PART C

PART D
Shown in class

CHORUS

CHORUS